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Abstract 

In order to increase the effect of matching for local stereo matching method and 

decrease the amount of computation, a new adaptive weight based local stereo matching 

method is proposed in this paper. In this method, two methods are mainly employed to 

construct weight model: (1) Neural Network is used to establish the spatial weight model, 

which makes good use of the pixels in support window; (2) An edge hold off Mean-Shift 

method is proposed to distribute the intensity weight accurately. For decreasing the 

matching cost error, the census transform is introduced to calculate the matching cost. 

The influence of the parameters on the performance of our method is also discussed at 

last. Simulation results indicate that the performance of our method is better than that of 

Yoon’s method under low support window. 
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1. Introduction 

The stereo matching is widely used in 3D reconstruction, robot stereo vision 

navigation. According to the difference on optimization method, the stereo matching can 

be divided into many classes, mainly including the local methods and the global methods 

[1]. 

The global matching mainly includes the dynamic programming [2-5], the graph cut 

method [6-9], the belief propagation [10-13] and the partial differential equation method 

[14-16]. This kind of method obtains the disparity map through minimizing the energy 

formula (1). The global matching can get more accurate disparity map, whose 

disadvantage is longer operation time. 

     Dat a Smoot h
E f D f D f      (1) 

The local matching is a common way of stereo matching, which has simpler structure, 

faster matching speed, and wider application. The choice of window size is the key point 

to improve the accuracy of local matching. On the other hand, the window size should be 

as big as possible to cover the gray variation well for reliable matching. If not, it could 

cause disparity inaccuracy because of low signal to noise ratio. On the other hand, the 

window size should be as small as possible to avoid the influence from the projection 

distortion. If the window size is too big and contains a significant variation of the 

disparity, it will cause the matching position incorrect due to the different projection 

distortions from the left and right images. In order to solve this problem, some researchers 

propose the weighting processing on the pixels within the fixed window, turning the 
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window selection problem into the weights assignment problem. In [17], a typical 

adoptive weight stereo matching algorithm is proposed. Other method is looking for the 

variable window for each pixel, where the method of Kanade and Okutomi[18] is a classic 

variable window stereo matching algorithm. 

The method of self-adaptive variable window implicitly shows the selection criteria for 

the matching window size, which attracts the attention of many researchers. The reference 

[19] has proposed a kind of energy function to select the optimal window, considering the 

factors such as the variance, the average error, etc. within the window, and an effective 

optimization algorithm. The reference [20] uses the Gaussian distribution to describe the 

distribution of parallax and deduce the probability density function of parallax within the 

window, finally presenting the recurrence formula of parallax and the uncertainty function 

of window extended. 

Compared with adaptive window algorithm, adaptive weighting algorithm is much 

easier to operate. The adaptive weighting framework proposed by Yoon et al. [17] has 

been widely applied. In this theoretical framework, the pixels in supporting window are 

supposed to make different matching contributions to center pixels, and the various pixels 

in supporting window should be assigned different weight values. 

Yoon algorithm decreases the matching uncertainty while increases the matching 

precision. Wang et al. [21] improved Yoon algorithm through applying sigmoid function 

for optimizing the calculation of space weight value and introducing image segmentation 

method into improving the calculation of color weight value. In this paper, the advantages 

and disadvantages of sigmoid function in [21] will be analyzed firstly. Then neural 

network method is exploited to optimize the space weight value model. Image 

segmentation method is also used to calculate color weight value, and a new edge hold off 

Mean-Shift is proposed to improve the accuracy and reliability of segmentation. Finally, 

Loopy Belief Propagation algorithm is adopted to explore the optimal solution of measure 

function so as to get the disparity map. 

 

2. Improved Cost Aggregation Function 
 

2.1. Spatial Weight Algorithm Based on Neural Network 

Stereo matching theory based on weight value believes that only if the supporting 

window enjoys the pixel with the same depth of central window, can it be used to support 

the similarity matching for central pixel. Because the depth information is unknown, 

without priori data, the only solution is to utilize the similarity of image color and spatial 

proximity to estimate the depth relation between different pixel points. Moreover, the 

characteristic of direct proportion between the weight value of central supporting match 

pixel and the probability of the weight value being in the same depth with central points is 

also used for calculation of weight value of supporting matching pixel. 

Yoon weight function can be shown in formula (2). 

c c( , ) ( ) ( )  pq pqw p q f c f g     (2)  

Here,  pqc  is the intensity space difference between pixel in supporting window and 

central pixel.  pqg  is the spatial space distance. 

In order to decrease the window size and calculation complexity, the only solution is to 

decrease a (a< 1) so as to get relatively small window cost, which exactly explains the 

reason why we adopt neural network in replace of Sigmoid space weight value. We use 

Sigmoid twice in NN space weight value model so as to ensure that the value of space 
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weight value function will not be two small when a is relatively small, formulas (3)-(6) 

are the space weight value functions chosen in this section. 
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 is Sigmoid function. 

 

2.2. Intensity Weight Function based on Edge Hold off Mean-Shift Algorithm 

The intensity weight value function proposed by Yoon is shown as formula (2), 

however [21] proposes the below intensity weight value function based on segmentation 

theory. This theory holds that there exist same disparity in segmentation area, thus the 

intensity weight value should be 1. 

  2

c

c

1                               seg( )

    
exp          otherwise






   
   
 

pqpq

p q

cf c    (7)  

The segmentation algorithm based on PDE such as active contour, CV and others are 

not effective in image segmentation with complex background and time-consuming in 

calculation. What is more, the segmentation algorithm based on Markov needs determined 

segmentation number beforehand. However, Mean-Shift algorithm is estimation without 

variable which is easy and effective, and has become the most commonly used 

segmentation algorithm. Moreover, this algorithm can also function as image filter with 

high operation speed [22-23]. Whereas, Mean-Shift needs very rigorous selection of 

window, an improper selection of window will easily result in deficiency of edge and the 

result will be inaccurate. In this section, a new algorithm EHMean-Shift which combines 

edge hold off function will be demonstrated effective in edge protection. 

For probability function ( )p if u , there exist n d-dimensional space sampling points iu , 

the probability density of ( )p if u  is estimated as 

2
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Here, k(x) is section function in which Mean-Shift vector can be expressed as 
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In formula (9), if g 0h h , 0h  is the chosen fixed window size , g1 1   is a 

constant, g 0( )  m u  is the function related to the gradient of u initial value. g  is 

with the following characteristics: when p is peripheral point, gradient value is relatively 

big, thus g 0  . When p is not peripheral point, g 1  . From these, when p is 

peripheral point, g 0 0 h , therefore it can be supposed that only point p itself is inside 

the window, thus h 0M ,the pixel of point p remains the same. It can be easily seen that 

the vector direction of EHMean-Shift is still the same with probability density gradient. 

As for the function ( )m x , we choose the below peripheral function 

0 2

0

1
( )

1 ( )
 

 
m

K
u

u
  (10)  

EHMean-Shift segmentation algorithm involves three phrases. The first phrase is 

Mean-Shift filtering phrase, in which some small segments are filtered for following 

segmentation. The second phrase is image segmentation. In the third phrase, small 

segments are removed. Pseudocode is shown as Fig. 2-4. 

 
Filtering imge using EHMean-Shift 

1. Read img Set 
Sh Ih  

2. Computing gradient g for every pixel according to (14)~(18) 

3. for i= 0 to img.height * img.wight 

4.   
n n n( , , ) rgb2luv( ( ))L u v img i o o.   .x i x y i y   

5.   inf   

6.   Computing m(g(i)) using (12) 

7.   while( threshold   || iter<maxiter) 

8.      Computing kernel function 

2
S I

all

S I

k k k
h h

   
        

u u S

hM  

and 
I

hM  for space and intensity according to (11) 

9.      
S

n n o h( , ) ( ( ))x y x m g i  M  

I

n n n o o o h( , , ) ( , , ) ( ( ))L u v L u v m g i  M  

o o o o o n n n n n( , , , , ) ( , , , , )x y L u v x y L u v  

10.     

  
S S I I

h h h h( ( )) , ( ( )) ( ( )) , ( ( ))  m g i m g i m g i m g iM M M M  

11.   
n n n( ) luv2rgb( , , )img i L u v  

Figure 2. Pseudo-Code for 1st Stage 
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Separate image 

1. Set label of every pixel as -1  

L = -1 

2. for i= 0 to img.height * img.wight 

3.   if label(i) < 0 

4.   push i to stack 

      Label(i) = ++L; 

5.   while(stack is not empty) 

6.      currentpixel= topstack; 

7.      pop currentpixel from stack 

8.      search 8 directions of currentpixel 

9.      if  

(neighbor( )) ( ) colorthresholdimg currentpixel img i   

10.         label(neighbor(currentpixel)) = L 

11.         push neighbor(currentpixel) to stack 

12.   Set intensity(L) as average intensity of pixels which 

belong to label L 

13. Establish linked lists for all clusters 

Figure 3. Pseudo-Code for 2nd Stage 

Prune 

1. for i = 0 to maxlabel 

2.    if number(i) <minLabel 

3.       delete label(i) 

4. Reestablish linked lists for all clusters 

Figure 4. Pseudo-Code for 3rd Stage 

 

2.3. Aggregation Cost 

In order to enhance the matching accurate, the Census transformation is introduced to 

build the cost function, the final improved cost aggregation function is expressed as below: 
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Here,  W p  is the number of supporting points inside window,  ,M q d  is computed 

by traditional adaptive weight method. 
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  (12)  

( , )w p q  shows the weight value assigned to pixel p , while q  represents the pixel in 

supporting window of central pixel p .  , w p d q d  possesses the same definition 

with ( , )w p q , representing the weight value of pixel in supporting window of point 

p d  corresponded with point p  in right image.  ,dsim q d in  ,M q d adopts the 

similarity measure function proposed by Birchfiled. 

Hamming Distance is applied for matching cost calculation. Comparison of 

corresponding pixel Census transformation can determine the different numbers of strings. 
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A small Hamming Distance means a high similarity of corresponding pixel. Census 

transformation cost can be expressed as formula (13). 

     
1

,   CTdsim p d CT p CT p d   (13)  

Here, 
1

  represents the number of 1 in calculated strings.  CT p is the census 

transform. 

 

3. LBP Algorithm 

Loopy Belief Propagation is a global optimization algorithm proposed by J. Pearl [24], 

which can be optimized in stereo matching algorithm as an energy function as formula 

(14). 

( , )

( ) ( ) ( )
 

   p p p q

p P p q N

E f D f V f f   (14)  

 

Figure 5. Message Passing in LBP Algorithm. 

LBP is an algorithm based on message sending in which nodes in the network change 

information with neighboring nodes to calculate its probability condition. Fig. 5 is the 

LBP algorithm message sending scheme, 1 5x x  are hidden variants, namely parallax of 

this point, while 1y  is observed variant, namely the observed value of chromaticity. 

When 1x  receives message from neighboring nodes except for 2x , 1x  will send message to 

2x . Take Max-Pruduct for instance the message format is shown as formula (15) 
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After several circulation, the below formula is adopted to calculate the label of the 

minimum value of every node, namely parallax value. 

   
 

1 1 1 1

1 1
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In order to improve the accuracy of LBP algorithm, image pyramid [25] is applied in 

reference [26] to LBP algorithm. The original images are samples on five levels and the 
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parallax image is obtained on sub- pixel level, which benefits a lot tfor getting accurate 

parallax image. 

 

4. Simulation Experiment and Discussions 

This section firstly check the influence of variants on performance, then benchmarks 

provided through Middlebury database are used to evaluate the performance of this 

algorithm. 

 

4.1. Effect of Parameter a on Performances of Our Algorithm 

Main text paragraph This section will take Tsukuba and Venus for example to discuss 

on the influence of a on the algorithm. Major variants chosen in this section include 

S 5h ， I 6.5h ， c 5  ，b=3，w=23，K=5，Error Threshold=1. The simulation 

result is shown in Fig. 6. 

 

Figure 6. Performance Evaluation (Disparity Error Rates for All Regions) of 
The Proposed Method when Varying the Parameter Values 

From the above figure: (1) the decrease of a can improve matching accuracy and 

reduce matching error rate, which is identical to the analysis of the influence of a on 

measure function; (2) when a<0.5, their performance is nearly identical, the 

comprehensive performance and algorithm operating time window can be valued to 23. 

When a =0.1, the result with low matching error rate will be produced. 

 

4.2. Influence of Segmentation Algorithm in Performance 

This section will discuss on the influence of segmentation algorithm on matching 

algorithm performance. For example, when window is 23, other variants remain 

unchanged, the matching error rate of nonocc, all and disc are shown in below Fig.s 7-9. 

In order to exclude the influence of other factors, post-processing programs are not 

operated in this simulation, and only the performances of initial parallax images are 

compared. In segmentation algorithm,  S 10h ， I 7h . From below figures, the 

disparity map obtained from EHMean-Shift segmentation algorithm, is higher in accuracy 

than Mean-Shift, the matching error rates of nonocc, all and disc reduces by 2.82%, 1.29% 

and 3.24% respectively. 
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Figure 7. Comparison Between Error Matching Rate of Nonocc Region 
Obtained by Our Algorithm with EHMean-Shift and Mean-Shift. 

 

Figure 8. Comparison Between Error Matching Rate of All Region Obtained 
by Our Algorithm with EHMean-Shift and Mean-Shift. 

 

Figure 9. Comparison Between Error Matching Rate of Disc Region 
Obtained by Our Algorithm with EHMean-Shift and Mean-Shift. 

 

4.3. Comparison with Yoon Algorithm 

Stereo matching algorithm proposed by Yoon is a classical adaptive weight stereo 

matching algorithm. One of the research objectives of this section is to reduce the size of 

matching window and calculation load. The values in this section are set as follows: 
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S 5h ， I 6.5h , window size is 23, window size of Yoon algorithm is 35. The 

comparison result can be found in table 1. 

Table 1. Comparison of Performance Between our Method and Yoon’s 
Method 

Algorithm 
Avg. 

Rank 

Tsukuba Venus 

nonocc all disc nonocc all disc 

AdaptWeight 78.5 1.3847 1.8550 6.9055 0.7193 1.1997 6.1397 

Our Method 31.5 1.1120 2.4275 5.7421 0.139 0.3216 1.7516 

 

Teddy Cones Average percent of 

bad pixels nonocc all disc nonocc all disc 

7.8892 13.388 18.6100 3.9787 9.7982 8.2654 6.67 

5.5833 10.838 14.840 2.8040 8.3538 7.6032 5.12 

 

From this table, the average error pixel percentage is 5.12 in the algorithm proposed in 

this paper while that in Yoon algorithm is 6.67 with 23.24% reduced. The matching error 

rate of nonocc, all and disc all show to be lower than Yoon algorithm. Moreover, the 

optimal window size calculated in this paper is 23, however this value is 35 in Yoon 

algorithm. It can be concluded that the algorithm proposed in this chapter realizes the 

design objective by using small window to get good matching effect. 

 

4.4. LBP Algorithm Energy Change 

This section is to compare the change of energy in standard LBP, LBP proposed in [33] 

and formula (14) proposed in this paper. The measure function in simulation is shown as 

formula (17) 

   L L Imin( , )  dsim I p I p d TH   (17)  

Here, 0.07  , I 15TH , The relevant variants in the algorithm proposed in this paper 

include: window size 5 and 11, a=0.1, others unchanged, the simulation result is shown in 

Fig. 10. From the figure, the initial energy in standard LBP algorithm is 
71.0083 10 , 

after eight circulations, the energy is reduced to 
61.064 10 , still much bigger than in 

other three methods. Thus, standard LBP algorithm needs a lot of circulation to get ideal 

results. The algorithm proposed in this paper can get rather accurate disparity map with 

less circulation (only three) than [33]. In this paper, the pixel similarity function has been 

refined in this paper so as to reduce energy consumption and get accurate disparity map 

by less circulation, significantly improving the operating efficiency. 
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Figure 10. Diagram of Energy Change 

 

4.5. Performance Evaluation 

This section uses Tsukuba, Venus, Teddy and Cones in Middlebury database to 

evaluate on the performance of algorithm. Similar to above analysis, our performance 

evaluation focuses on the matching error rate of nonocc, all and disc. The simulation 

window is 31, other variants remain unchanged. Table 2 shows the matching error rate of 

the algorithm proposed in this paper in Middlebury database. This table also lists the 

matching error rates of this algorithm in different areas. 

Table 2. The Error Percentages in Different Regions Area 

Algorithm 
Avg. 

Rank 

Tsukuba Venus 

nonocc all disc nonocc all disc 

Surface 

Stereo
[27]

  
28.6 1.2839 1.6528 6.7849 0.1927 0.2813 2.6149 

LLR
[28]  

30.2 1.0514 1.6527 5.6416 0.2961 0.8176 3.0761 

Our Method 31.5 1.1120 2.4275 5.7421 0.139 0.3216 1.7516 

MultiAgg
[29]  

32.2 1.5261 1.8242 8.2081 0.1619 0.3932 2.0326 

WarpMat
[30]  

32.2 1.1623 1.358 6.0431 0.1820 0.249 2.4440 

 

Teddy Cones Average percent of 

bad pixels nonocc all disc nonocc all disc 

3.126 5.102 8.653 2.8944 7.9528 8.2655 4.06 

4.5617 9.8129 12.217 2.177 8.0229 6.428 4.64 

5.5833 10.838 14.840 2.8040 8.3538 7.6032 5.12 

5.0924 10.534 13.828 2.2711 7.4915 6.7113 5.00 

5.0222 9.3027 13.024 3.4965 8.4743 9.0169 4.98 

 

5. Conclusions  

Traditional adaptive weight value needs rather big window and large calculation load 

to generate accurate disparity map. In order to decrease the calculation load, this paper 

improves the space weight value and chromaticity weight value in Yoon algorithm, so as 

to ensure their good performance in small window. The entire matching algorithm utilizes 
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the improved method and conduct matching cost aggregation, and adopts LBP based on 

image pyramid to explore global optimization. 

(1) Decreasing value of a can improve matching accuracy and lower matching error 

rate. When a<0.5, there does not exist significant difference between performance of 

different algorithms, we choose 0.1 here; 

(2) Compared with traditional Mean-Shift, EHMean-Shift proposed in this paper can 

help the matching error rates of nonocc, all and disc reduce by 2.82%, 1.29% and 3.24% 

respectively; 

(3) Compared with Yoon algorithm, the matching error rates of nonocc, all and disc of 

four picture in Middlebury database shows that the algorithm proposed in this paper with 

window size 23 is with higher performance than Yoon algorithm proposed with window 

size 35, the average matching error rate reducing 23.24%; 

(4) The algorithm proposed in this paper significantly reduces the energy consumption 

of LBP. Thus the circulation number of LBP in this algorithm can be smaller in value. 
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